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Asian Festival Dance
BLTJRB

This is a most unique and utterly fabulous piece written especially for the beginning string orchestra. The
scintillating harmony of chords written in intervals of 4ths and 5ths (no 3rds allowed!) that move in parallel motion
are so very typical of the alluring and mesmeizing sounds of the mystic Orient. An optional percussion part for
finger cymbals and gong was written so as to legitamise the authenticity of this work. Just like a Toyota Prius,
Asian Ferlival Dan ceis ahybrid consisting of predominantly Oriental musical styles unobtrusively infused
with a tasteful, but subtle dash of Western musical styles. Each section of the orchestra is featured throughout the
entire piece. It's NOT a piece for VIOLINS ONLY!

The notes are rather easy and should be fairly familiar to beginning string students entering their 2nd semester of
beginning orchestra. In general, all string parts have at least 2 "open" string notes and 5 or less "flngered" notes.

Most rhythms consist of the basic quarter notes paired with eighth notes. To make things a bit more exciting, all
sections will be featured in playing some zany syncopated rhythms. To facilitate the teaching of these syncopated
patterns, the composer has written some rather entertaining and witty "word associations" which will put your
students on a rapid learning curve. Teachers familiar with the Suzuki method will tell you that they use a variety of
"word associations (phrases)" when teaching certain rhythm patterns to beginning students [Mis-si-sip-pi
Riv_ver_ (4) 8th notes + (2) quarter notes l.

Most dynamic markings used are very basic with a few more advanced ones added (p subito, poco a poco cresc.).
Bowing styles (a.k.a. Bow Strokes) used in this piece are: the basic dltach€ stroke, the traditional "short" staccato
stroke, the "long" staccato stroke, and finally the accented bow stroke.

Due to a variety of bow strokes and dynamic markings, this piece affords your students a unique opportunity to
develop both musically and technically. The challenges in this piece are purposely designed for string students at the
beginning level. The composer suggests the appropriate time to teach this piece would be sometime in the 2nd
semester of beginning strings. Do to the unique and unusual style of this piece, it bound to be a concert highlight.
This is a real fun and entertaining piece for your students to learn and you to teach. My fortune cookie says: The
wise teacher is one who tcaches hiilher students TIIE SONG WTCII A GONG!
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AS'AM FESTIVAL DANCE
F'ORRWORD

AsianFeSliVatDaDC€isdefinitetya"musthave"pieceforyourelementaryorchestalibrary. Itwillcertainiy
fr avery unique and exciting musical experience for your audience.Most of it is written using traditionai Oriental rhythms as

well as taditional Oriental chord structure, in which chords are predominantly written in intervals 0f 4ths and 5ths and move in
parallei motion. I must admit I have injected a smail amount of American style harmony and rhythm, but for the most part its

flavor is overwhelmingly Oriental (Asian).

EASY NOTES I am very confident you will fmd the notes to be a rather easy read for your beginning students.Most parts

have six or less "fingered" notes and 2 open strings. NOTF S BY SF,CTION ARF. AS FOI.T,OWS:

rnfr.q,*rf -Basico"*,o"fJ;H,'il:*TIi''i"#lr"lr::"?'iffi 
roNSusED

2. "TRADITIONAL" STACCATO 1 i I Played with a very short bow shoke without too much of an accent
3. TIIE '(LONG" STACCATO t 

'tl 
Pt'ayea longer than the "traditional" staccato with a light break between each note

4. ACCENTS f l To he ptayed with a firm emphasis at the begiming of each bow sftoke
5. RE-TAKE BOW [ ) ] Re-setting (lifting) the bow in order to play 2 consecutive "down" bows

DYNAMICS USED
Most of the dynarnics arc very basic, such as:p - f - ff , Dynamics terms that may not be familiar to your shrdents are as

follows: p subito (Suddenly Soft) - poco a poco cresc. (Little by little getting louder)

A COUPLE OF HUMBLE SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING THIS PIECE

1. WIIERE TO START I suggest you first begin teaching the last measure before anything else. Why start there, you
may ask. The answer is fairly simple. Generally, today's youth have short attention spans aad expect instantaneous results
without putting in a whole lot of effort. If that doesn't happen, they get frusftated and want to quit the program. The last
measlue is so easy that they will learn in less than 5 minutes. After that, teach the next to the last measure, which is
slighfly more difficult but not to tenibly hard. Assuming they have learned these 2 measures in one class period, they will
be excited to start learning the rest of the piece. The trick is to build their confidence and enthusiasm. You do this by
guaranteeing them success from the "git-go". While you and I may not consider that all that great of an accomplishment,
they will consider it a huge accomplishmeut involving very little effort and having a fun time learning it.

2. PRACTICING RIIYTHM PATTERNS AND BOWING STYLES After the students have mastered clapping
and counting the rhythms by your preferred method, have them next play them on their instrument, using an open string.
Once they mastered that, you can start introducing the actual notes. I suggest you first have them play the notes pizzicato
and introduce the bow at alater time when have they mastered the pizzicato playing.

3. BIIILDING SPEED This piece must be performed at afaily fast clip. I'm certain you are familiar with the method
most artists use in preparing a difficult concerto; that being by practicing the piece in a very slow tempo with a very
steady beat Q{ello Metronome) I Increase speed incrementally until the desired tempo is acquired.

FOR AN AUTHENTIC AND EXCITING PERFORMANCE, I highly recommend the use of the piano
accompaniment as weli as arranging for the use of finger cymbals ard a gong. In most schools, I am almost cerlain your music
resource teacher will have finger cymbals as weli as a miniature gong. These parts can be easily ptayed by students and/or
faculty members. Using these instruments will assuredly put this piece over the top on any concert you may give. May your
fortune cookie read: "The wisest teacher will teach his/her students the "SONG WTTH A GONG" ! That's truly,,rymbal-ici,.,

1st YIOLIN 2nd YIOLIN

VIOLA CEI/LO BASS

Best wishes alwavs7b
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AS'AM FP-STIVAL DANCE
for String Orchestra, Piano, and Percussion
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FINGER CYMBALS & GONG

By Frank M. Rodgers

FINGER CYMBALS

Suggested lyrics for teaching this syncopated rhythm
THESE LYRICS APPEAR IN THE DESIGNATED STRING PARTS
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AS'AA/ FE,gflVAL DAA/C.E
Conductor Score
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Suggested lyrics for teaching this syncopated rhythm.
TIIESE LYRICS APPEAR IN BOTH VIOLIN PARTS
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AS'AM FF-SflVAL DAMCE
Conductor Score
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ST]DDENLY SOFT!
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p subito

STIDDENLY SOFT!

AS'AA/ FES1VAL DAII/C.E
Conductor Score
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AS'AM FP-gflVAL DF'NCE
Conductor Score
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AS'AM FE.gflVAL DAA/CE
Conductor Score
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